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In this note the correct original spellings of Spathocera dalmanii (Schilling, 1829) and 
Arenocoris fallenii (Schilling, 1829) are discussed.

F. Faraci, via Carducci 3, 1-37011 Bardolino (VR), Italy.

In expectation of the forthcoming volume of 
the Catalogue of Palaearctic Heteroptera 
dealing with Coreidae, it seems to me that a 
nomenclatural problem posed by two species 
of Coreidae described by Schilling (1829) is 
worth of attention as, over the years, differ
ent spellings were used by subsequent 
authors referring to Spathocera dalmanii and 
Arenocoris fallenii.

Just to give a few examples, Stichel (1957- 
1962) used Spathocera dalmani (1959: 381, 
1961: 713) as also did Putshkov (1962: 91) 
while more recently Aukema (1989), 
Gunther & Schuster (1990) and Moulet 
(1995: 96, 100) adopted S. dahlmannii and 
Faraci & Rizzotti Vlach (1995) chose S. dal
manii. Actually, already Tshernova (1977) 
dealt with the problem of the correct spelling 
of this species noting how, in the literature 
of the XIX century, were found different 
forms like dalmannii, dalmanni and dahl- 
manni; however, consistent with the data in 
her possession, she restored as original spell
ing the form dahlmannii.

With regard to the case of Arenocoris fal
lenii, this species got fewer different forms 
as, for example, Stichel (1957-1962) used A. 
falleni (1960: 388; 1961: 714) and considered 
the spelling fahlenii as a synonym (: 714), 
Putshkov (1962: 34) and Moulet (1995: 118, 
120) used both A. falleni reporting Cimex
(sic!) Fallenii as the original binomen.
Aukema (1989), Gunther & Schuster (1990)
and Faraci & Rizzotti Vlach (1995) adopted
the form fallenii.

Some years ago I had the opportunity to 
examine an original copy of the volume 
where Schilling published his work and I no
ticed the presence, at the end of the volume, 
of a general index (pages 219-226) and, most 
important, a “Nothige Verbesserungen” (ne
cessary corrections).

What I observed follows:
- The spellings Dahlmannii and Fahlenii

are both used twice in pages 41 and 43-46 re
spectively as the germanization of the per
sonal names Dalman and Fallen.

- In the captions of the table A (: 92), fig.
5 refers to C. Fallenii.

- In the alphabetical list of the species and
genera (: 220) are listed Coreus Dalmanii n. 
sp. and Coreus Fallenii n. sp.

- In the “errata” it is stated to read Dal
manii in place of Dahlmannii and Fallenii in 
place of Fahlenii.

All this taken into account, and consider
ing the provisions of the ICZN (1999), the 
following forms are to be considered as the 
correct original spellings: Coreus dalmanii 
Schilling, 1829, currently Spathocera dal
manii (Schilling, 1829); Coreus fallenii Schil
ling, 1829, currently Arenocoris fallenii 
(Schilling, 1829).
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